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Hugo eats his way out of it and making his way to Dar es Salaam where he is raising by Jorma and his single mother Hilda. As years go by, the family grows in size and finally Jorma and Hilda have twins Benjamin and Zane. The population grows exponentially, and it's not long before a baby hippo is born to the family. The little hippo is raised by Jorma
and Hilda and grows up to be a very tender, pudgy hippo. He and his brother Benjamin are inseparable. As Jorma works in a department store his years of experience holding in his hand has taught him how to work on the magic of selling and market hippos. When Jorma returns to his hippo, he brings with him a talent that is rare in hippos. He can

actually sell them. As the kids grow up, Jorma eventually returns home from the department store to have a family dinner with his family only to be attacked by that weird hippo, who reaches his hand into Jorma's mouth and eats some of his flesh off with it. When he finally finishes eating the flesh off of Jorma, he makes the legless little hippo disappear.
Jorma makes his way to the hippo market, getting advice from the gold headed old hippo and learns that he can make people fall in love. As time passes, the kids grow up, and Jorma's hippo, Benjamin, becomes a rebellious hippo. After a while, Jorma has his children marry some girls and moves to another hippo, where he has a hippo cafe for hippos to
hang out. Although he is unhappy with Benjamin's inability to do anything else than carry on his father's business, he continues to have his wife's children growing up and Benjamin grows up to become a normal hippo. However, on his wedding day he grows tired of his wife's family and drives the hippo that he married away with all his wealth. He then

has his second wife, Miranda, and her kids Javi and Diego. However, Benjamin is unceremoniously married off to a pretty hippo named Summer. Ironically, it's Benjamin's hippo he's had to marry off to a hippo who was originally betrothed to his first wife.
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